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Let N be the normal plane a t a point p of a surface Vi in a Eu
clidean 4-space JR4. Calapso2 proved that the hypersphere S in RA 
passing through p and with center c in N cuts V2 in a curve with a 
double point a t p, a t which the two tangents to the curve coincide 
if and only if c lies on the Kommerell conic. The Kommerell conic 
is the locus of the point in which N (at p) is cut by the neighboring 
normal planes of V2. 

The purpose of this note is to generalize this result to the case of a 
subspace Vm in a Euclidean w-space i?„. To do this we shall first state 
some definitions and known results concerning the first (or principal) 
normal space of Vm in i?w.3 

Let Xk (fe = l , • • • , n) be the rectangular cartesian coordinates in 
Rn and let 

(1) Xk = xk(ua) (atb,c=*l,--*,m) 

be the equations of a Vm. Pu t 

(2) Ba = dax ES dxk/dua. 

Then the fundamental tensor and curvature tensor of Vm in Rn are, 
respectively, 

(3) 'gcb = £ * X 

(4) H'cb
k = d c3t - TêbBÎ, 

where 'T% is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind for Vm. 
Let us consider the figure surrounding a certain point p of Vm. We 

have atpa tangent w-plane and a normal (n—rn) -plane iV. Let ia be 
the unit tangent vector a t p of an arbitrary curve in Vm passing 
through p. Then the component in N of the first curvature vector of 
the curve with respect to Rn is 
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(5) U = Hcb l % . 

The vector uk spans the first normal m'-plane N' (in N) of Vm in Rn. 
The arithmetic mean of the vector uk for m mutually orthogonal 

directions ia is the mean normal curvature vector 

(6) Mk = 'ghH«/m. 

Any vector nk ( = wfc) in N orthogonal to N' is such that 

(7) nkH'cb
k = 0. 

p is called a semi-umbilical point if there exists a vector z;& such that 

(8) vkHcb = 'gc& 

is satisfied. Because of (7) we may suppose that vk is a vector in N'. 
The normal (n — ra)-plane a t the neighboring point p+dp may or 

may not intersect iV' (at ƒ>) at points other than p depending on the 
direction of dp. But we call the locus of the intersection of N' a t p 
(the point p being excluded) by the normal (w — m)-planes of all the 
neighboring points p+dp the K-variety a t p of Vm in Rn. The equation 
of the K-variety is 

(9) Det (YkH'cb
k - fgch) = 0, 

where Yu is a variable vector in N'. The K-variety is an algebraic 
hypersurface of order m in N'. At a semi-umbilical point, it is a hyper
cone in N' with vertex at the end point v(xk+vk) (cf. (8)). 

We are now in a position to prove the following theorems. 

THEOREM 1. The hypersphere S in Rn passing through p and with 
center at a point c in N intersects Vm in a Vm-i with a singular point 
at p. The tangent lines to Vm-\ at p form a hypercone C (in the tangent 
m-plane to Vm) of generally the second degree. 

THEOREM 2. pis semi-umbilical if and only if there exists a hypercone 
C at p which is of at least the third degree. 

THEOREM 3. All the points in N with the same projection in Nf have 
the same hypercone C. There exist two points in N' having the same hy
percone C if and only if p is semi-umbilical. At a semi-umbilical point 
all the points (with the exception of the point v (xk+vk)) on each line in 
N' passing through v have the same hypercone C. No two points in N' 
noncollinear with v have the same hypercone C. 

THEOREM 4. The locus of the point in N' whose hypercone C sustains 
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an orthogonal ennuple of generators is the polar hyperplane of the end 
point of the mean normal curvature vector with respect to the unit hyper-
sphere in N' {with center at p). 

THEOREM 5. The K-variety is the locus of the point in N' whose 
hyper cone C has a line of vertices. 

Theorem 5 for m = 2, w = 4, N' = N reduces to the theorem of 
Calapso quoted at the beginning of this paper. 

PROOF. The expansion of xk{ua) in the neighborhood of p :x% ~xk(ua
0) 

is 
k k k a —1 k c b 

x = Xo + (dax )odu + 2 (dcdbx )odu du + • * • . 

But by (2) and (4), 
k k k k • 'k a k 

dax = Ba, dcdbx = dcBb = HCb + TcbBa. 

Therefore 
(10) x = xl + (Bk

a)0dua + 2~~\H'cb
k + 'ra

cbBk
a)oduCdub-l . 

The equation of the hypersphere S in Rn passing through p and 
with center at a point c(x%-\-ck) in JV is 

Z (** - *» - <V = z («V. 
Using (1) for Xk we see that 5 intersects Vm a t the points (ul+dua) 
at which 

£ [ - « ' + (ü W + 2"(B:," + 'T^B'Mu'da +•••]' 

k 

Let us arrange this in powers of dua. Then the constant term disap
pears. The first term vanishes because ck is orthogonal to the tangent 
w-plane spanned by (JB*)0 : 

(12) £ c\Ba)o = 0. 
k 

The second degree term is 

t x—> , ^ k _ fcv v - ^ k , ^ ' >k . a _fc l , < 5 , & 

2 (B«5*)o - Z C (Hcb + TcbSaîo U « <** 
& fc J 

= ('gc& — ckHcb )odu°du 
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by (3) and (12). This proves Theorem 1 and gives us the equation 
of the hypercone C as 

(13) (ckH'cb
k - 'gcb)Z

cZb = 0, 

where Za is a variable direction in the tangent m-plane at p. 
Theorem 2 follows at once from (8), (13) and (11). 
The hypercones a t p for the two distinct points c (#$+cfc) and d 

(xl+dk) are the same if and only if a constant p exists such that 

(14) (dk - Pck)H'cb
k = (1 - p) 'gcb 

is satisfied. If d and c have the same projection in N' we have by (7) 

(15) (dk - ck)H'cb
k = 0. 

Therefore (14) will be satisfied by p = l . Hence all the points in N 
with the same projection in N' have the same hypercone C. 

This shows that we may confine our attention to the points in N' 
for the consideration of the hypercone C. Let this be done. Then (15) 
can no longer hold, and condition (14) cannot be satisfied by p = l. 
Consequently, (14) may be put into the form (8) with 

(16) vk = (dk - pck)/(l - p). 

Therefore if there exist two points in iV' with the same hypercone C 
then p must be a semi-umbilical point. Conversely, at a semi-umbili
cal point the locus of the point in iV' whose hypercone C is the same 
as tha t of the point c (distinct from v) is the straight line cv minus the 
point v. 

The hypercone (13) sustains an orthogonal ennuple, that is, con
tains m mutually orthogonal generators if and only if 

'g (CkHcb ~ 'gcb) = 0, 

tha t is, by (6) if 

(17) ckM
h = 1. 

Theorem 4 is an immediate consequence of this. 
The hypercone (13) has a line of vertices if and only if 

(18) Det (ckH'cb
k - 'gcb) = 0, 

that is, if c lies on the X-variety (9). This proves Theorem 5. 
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